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The possible world account of metaphysical modality

David Lewis’ theory of modal realism cum counterpart theory is a philosophical doctrine that aims to
answer all three questions simultaneously as follows:

natural language logical form semantics ontology truthmaking

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)
s is possibly white ♢Ws ∃v(Rwv∧ I(Ws,v) =⊤) ∃w(R@w∧w |=Ws) ∃s′w(C(s′,s,w)∧Ws′)

s is necessarily human □Hs ∀v(Rwv → I(Hs,v) =⊤) ∃w(R@w → w |= Hs) ∀s′w(C(s′,s,w)→ Hs′)
Possibly, p ♢p ∃v(Rwv∧ I(pv,v) =⊤) ∃w(R@w∧w |= p) ∃(Pw∧ pw)

Necessarily, p □p ∀v(Rwv → I(pv,v) =⊤) ∃w(R@w → w |= p) ∀(Pw → pw)

At each step towards the right, some significant philosophical questions are answered:

the step from (i) to (ii) gives a formalisation of both de dicto and de re modalities as operators, attributing
their difference to a difference of subsentential components under quantificational embeddings; it
characterises these operators further by axiomatic systems, circumscribing the class of valid infer-
ences essentially involving them;

the step from (ii) to (iii) gives a formal semantics for the formalisations, recursively defining the notion
of truth in a model and setting up a correspondence between valid inference patterns in (ii) and
formal properties of the relation R in a class of models; the step to (iii) also allows to give a certain
intuitive justification for certain axioms in (ii): for example, the duality “♢p = ¬□¬p”, sometimes
taken as axiomatic within (ii), is reduced to (and thereby explained by) the duality of the quantifiers
(∃xϕ = ¬∀x¬ϕ );

the step from (iii) to (iv) gives an ontological interpretation of the formal semantics, interpreting the formal
notion of truth-in-a-model in terms of the complex notion of truth-in-a-possible-world: it interprets
this notion as built up from a singular term w for a possible world (a way the world might be) and
the relation being true in or being true according to, denoted by “|=”; among the possible worlds, it marks
one out as special, denoted by “@”, to be used for the ontological interpretation of unembedded
modalities;

the step from (iv) to (v) gives an account of the truthmakers for the ontologically interpreted modal as-
sertions, analysing the notion of truth-in-a-possible-world further into the following components:
“Socrates is white” is true-in-a-possible-world iff there is a possible world w (“Pw”), that contains
some thing, s′, that stands, in w, to Socrates in the counterpart relation (“C(s,s′,w)”) and is white
(“Ws′”).

Understanding the argument in favour of modal realism as being divided into these four steps provides us
with the resources to reassess the famous ‘Humphrey-objection’ to Ludovician counterparts. Whenever it

. I : Fml(L )×W → {⊤,⊥} is the interpretation function of model ⟨W,R, I⟩, where R is a binary relation over a non-empty
domain W . “pw” denotes the restriction of “p” to things existing in w, i.e. “p” with every universal quantifier “∀xϕ” replaced by
“∀x(x exists in w → ϕ)” and “∃xϕ” replaced by “∃x(x exists in w∧ϕ)” (cf. Lewis ).



is true of Humphrey, Lewis ( : ) says in (v), that he might have won the election, there is some other
entity, his counterpart, isolated from Humphrey in space and time, who did win the election. It is in virtue
of standing in some relation, the counterpart relation, to that other entity, that this-worldly Humphrey
may, within (i) truly be said to possibly have won the election. This elegant and simple explanation has
been met with an incredulous stare by many: how can it be possibly true, Kripke ( : , n. ) asks, that
Humphrey, worrying about whether he (he himself!) might or might not have won the election, worries
about some other person, some entity which is appropriately similar to him, but with whom he never had and
never could enter into any kind of causal contact?

…if we say ‘Humphrey might have won the election (if only he had done such-and-such)’,
we are not talking about something that might have happened to Humphrey, but to someone
else, a “counterpart”. Probably, however, Humphrey could not care less whether someone else,
no matter how much resembling him, would have been victorious in another possible world.
(Kripke : , n. )

In defense of Lewis, Alan Hazen reminded Kripke that Lewis offered a translation of modal talk into coun-
terpart theory and that the step from (ii) to (iii) was not required to preserve our intuitive judgments of
aboutness:

Kripke’s argument confuses sentences of the technical language of Lewis’s semantic theory,
which are outside our natural language or at least constitute an extension of it, with sentences
of our ordinary language, and so misapplies intuitive judgements about sentences of ordinary
language to the technical ones. (Hazen : )

This reply, however, is not entirely satisfactory, as it wrongly locates Kripke’s worry at step (iii): while
it is true that both “possible world” and “counterpart” are theoretical notions, counterpart theory is not
intended to be just another modal logic; instead, as already Lewis ( : ) made very clear, it is also an
ontological theory, making claims about what there is, ie. taking the step from (iii) to (iv). Hazen is right,
however, that Lewis is not committed to endorse any possible way of phrasing his proposed analysis in
ordinary language. In his first reply, Lewis stresses that he offers a theory of modal properties, and that
there is no presumption that they have to be read off from surface grammar:

I think intuition is well enough satisfied if we take “myself ” [in Humphrey’s thinking “I myself
might have won”] to modify “might have won.” Humphrey thinks that he himself, and not
someone else who resembles him, has the modal property expressed by “might have won.”
And that is true on anybody’s theory. In counterpart theory, it is true because Humphrey
himself, in virtue of his own qualitative character, is such as to have some winners for coun-
terparts. (Lewis b: )

This misplaces Kripke’s objection at stage (iv): Kripke could very well retort that his point may be recast
in terms of the modal property: why think that it is implicitly relational and relates Humphrey to someone
he could not care less about? Even though Lewis presumably would not put it that way, it is the emphasis

. The same point is made in Forbes ( : , fn. ).

. That this supplementary explanatory burden is bound up with the notion of essence has been stressed by Quine: “Talk of
possible worlds is a graphic way of waging the essentialist philosophy, but it is only that; it is not an explanation. Essence is needed
to identify an object from one possible world to another.” ( : ).

. Even though he officially repudiates truthmaker talk (cf. e.g. ), Lewis still uses it on occasion: “I might have been very
different from the way I actually am while at the same time someone else was very similar to the way I actually am. [This] sounds
true. And what makes it true, I suggest, is a counterpart of mine who is very similar to me under one similarity relation that governs
de re modality, but very dissimilar to me under another similarity relation that governs the explicit predications.” ( : – ).
Cf. also the use of “thanks to…” in the quote in the main text, a stylistic variant of “in virtue of ”.



on the truthmakers of the modal proposition, that allows Lewis to say that Humphrey indeed worries about
himself, namely about whether or not he is similar enough to someone who in fact won the election (in
another possible world): his worry does not concern an obscure property such as being such that one∗ might
have won, but the real, this-worldly properties that, if he had them, would make him the winner. It is in this
direction that Lewis later elaborated this defense, pointing out that the adequacy constraint is preservation
of common sense, not complete conformity with it: we want to earn the right to assert what is common-
sensical to assert, without being banned from giving a less than common-sensical analysis of it; alternative
descriptions of the truthmakers do not have to be intuitively acceptable:

I think counterpart theorists and ersatzers are in perfect agreement that there are other worlds
(genuine or ersatz) according towhich Humphrey – he himself ! (stamp the foot, bang the table) –
wins the election. […] Counterpart theory does say (and ersatzism does not) that someone else
– the victorious counterpart – enters into the story of how it is that another world represents
Humphrey as winning, and thereby enters into the story of how it is that Humphrey might
have won. […] Thanks to the victorious counterpart, Humphrey himself has the requisite
modal property: we can truly say that he might have won. There is no need to deny that the
victorious counterpart also makes true a second statement describing the very same possibility:
we can truly say that a Humphrey-like counterpart might have won. The two statements are
not in competition. Therefore we need not suppress the second (say, by forbidding anymixture
of ordinary modal language with talk of counterparts) in order to safeguard the first. (Lewis

: )

Lewis, however, only partially addresses Kripke’s worry here. Taking the step from (iv) to (v) does ground
the modal claim in what there is – but it grounds it in the existence of the other-worldly counterpart.
That we may still ascribe to real-world Humphrey the modal property does not assuage Kripke’s worry
because the modal property is exemplified by real-world Humphrey in virtue of how things stand with the
counterpart. We thus have to distinguish at least three questions raised by the Humphrey objection that
have to be distinguished:

. What kind of object is capable of representing the world (our world, that is) as one where Humphrey
possibly wins? If we accept standard (Kripkean) modal semantics, this is the question what the
existential quantifier ranges over in the sentence that interprets, in (iii), “It is possible that Humphrey
has won”. According to Lewis, only a full-blown world can be such that according to it, Humphrey
wins; according to Ersatzists, something less will do.

. In virtue of what will that object do its representing? What does it take for Humphrey to be repre-
sented, in (iv), by something as winning the elections? This question is about the analysis of the de
re modal property of being possibly the winner of the election: Lewis analyses this property as the
property of being counterpart-related to some real election winner, Ersatzists will give another story
about the complex modal property “x wins according to w”.

. What are the truthmakers for the de remodal attribution “Humphrey might have won the elections”?
What in the world accounts not just for how things are, but also for how things must or might be?
This is the question raised by the grounding problem and it concerns stage (v).

I think it was a failure to distinguish these three different questions (and the related steps en route to modal
realism) that brought the Lewis-Kripke dispute to a stand-off.

. The three questions are also insufficiently distinguished in the extant exegeses of modal realism: Plantinga ( : ), Armstrong
( : – ) and Rosen ( : ) interpret Lewis as providing truthmakers, while Merricks ( : ) and Sider see him as analysing
modal properties.



The modal ‘account’ of essence
The most important and widespread analysis of essence has been in terms of modality: it has seemed evi-
dent to many that the robustness that characterises essential properties is best spelled out in counterfactual
terms. The simplest modal account of essence goes like this:

( ) a has ϕ essentially :⇐⇒ □ (a has ϕ)

I will abbreviate the left-hand side of ( ) by “□aϕ”, characterising the adverb as a “prenective” (Künne
: ) or “connecticate” (Récanati : ), a member of a class of expressions that “are as it were

predicates at one end and connectives at the other” (Prior : ). ( ) says that the subject of the essentialist
claim is the ‘res’ of a de remodal claim. This account of essence as de re necessity, simple as it is, has several
severe problems:

(a) At least on a straightforward interpretation of the right-hand side, ( ) implies that a cannot have essential
properties without existing necessarily.

(b) As remarked by Marcus ( : - / ) and Parsons ( : ), ( ) implies that every necessary truth
determines an essential property of all objects, even when it is not ‘definitory’ of them.

(c) Another problem, raised by Dunn, is that some essential relations seem to be one-sided, i.e. giving rise
both to essential and to accidental relational properties: while it may be essential to the world that it
has been created by God, it is only accidental to God to have created the world. This asymmetry is
lost on the right-hand side of our definition.

In his paper “Essence and Modality”, Kit Fine ( ) criticises, on quite general grounds, the project
of elucidating the notion of essence in modal terms. He discusses two conditional variants of ( ), the
categorical account of essence, ( ) and ( ):

( ) a has ϕ essentially :⇐⇒ □(a exists → a has ϕ)

( ) a has ϕ essentially :⇐⇒ □ ∀x(x = a → x has ϕ)

Even if they were not intended as such, however, how do ( ) and ( ) fare as accounts of essence? Against the
sufficiency of the proposed conditional criteria ( ) and ( ), Fine ( : ) raises three points of criticism, in
parallel to (a)-(c) mentioned above:

(a′) It is necessary that Socrates exists if he exists and that he is self-identical if he is self-identical. So he
will be essentially existing according to ( ) and essentially self-identical according to ( ). At least some

. It has been widely remarked (cf. eg. by Fine ( b: – ) and Correia ( : – )) that essentialist claims allow both for
predicational (“a essentially Fs”, “a by its very nature/essence Fs”) and sentential forms (“a is essentially such that p”, “it is true
in virtue of the nature/essence of a that p”, “it is part of the nature of a that p”). Opting for the operator notation, I intend to
take a stand only on the logical, not on the ontological form of essentialist claims. I will argue later (in fn. ??) that metaphysically,
essentiality accrues to properties in the first place, while necessity is not just logically, but also ontologically an operator, ie. an adverbial
modification of the copula.

. Marcus gives self-identity and ‘properties’ such as those expressed by “Fx∨¬Fx” as examples, Parsons mentions λx(Fx∨¬Fb)
as an essential property of b, but not of a (for F a contingent property of a), to show that the ‘trivially’ essential properties cannot be
ruled out by the requirement that they are not had by all the objects in the domain.

. For our purposes, we may take as our paradigms of relational properties unary predicates that result from multi-adic predicates
by an operation such as quantification, reflexivization and place-fixing (cf. Humberstone : – ).

. In ( : ), Dunn also mentions “thinking of Reagan”, in ( : ) the essentiality of origin and the singleton example
(cf. fn. below).

. If “a has ϕ” has existential import, all three formulations are equivalent in standard quantificational modal logic. They
are distinguished for philosophical, not logical reasons. As Correia ( ) has pointed out and Fine ( ) has conceded, there
may well be accounts in non-standard modal terms, e.g. using Correia’s “Priorian implication” (defined, in terms of essence, as
p → q :⇔□|p|(p ⊃ q), where “|p|” stands for the property of occurring in the objectual content of “p” (cf. Fine a: )).



contingent existents, however, exist accidentally or may have their identity grounded in something
else.

(b′) All necessary truths, in particular all statements of essence, hold if Socrates exists; for any necessary
truth ϕ , Socrates is essentially such that ϕ . It seems odd to say, however, that we can, by discovering
the essential properties of Socrates, discover all necessary truths.

(c′) The problems with necessary, but ‘one-sided’ relations persist. Consider the two objects Socrates and
{Socrates}. If one of them exists, then, necessarily, so does the other. It is necessary that Socrates
∈ {Socrates}, if either of them exists. So both ( ) and ( ) yield that Socrates essentially is a member of
{Socrates} and that {Socrates} essentially contains Socrates. While the latter may be right, the first is
contra-intuitive. Necessary relations will give rise to essential connections: As Socrates is distinct from
the Eiffel Tower, and thus, by the necessity of distinctness, necessarily distinct from it, this property
will be included in his essence, even though “there is nothing in his nature which connects [Socrates]
in any special way to [the Eiffel Tower]” ( : ).

The third point is in my view the most important one: modal accounts of essence ‘import’ into the essence
of any particular thing, say Socrates, any relation it may have to anything else necessarily. This is a problem
insofar as Socrates may stand in such relations for the wrong reasons, as it were, and not in virtue of his
nature. A sensible neutrality policy should leave this possibility open and hence a reasonable account of
essence “should not settle, as a matter of definition, any issue which we are inclined to regard as a matter
of substance” ( : ).

. Kripke ( : , fn. ) excludes existence itself from what he calls the “usual formulation of the notion of essential property”.
But there is no plausible way, Fine ( : ) argues, to exclude by fiat all ‘existence-involving’ properties without presupposing a
distinction between essential and non-essential properties already to be in place.

. Stephen Yablo already remarked that in that, if we include identity properties into essences, we trivialize the intuitive idea
of essential properties as those in virtue of which a thing is what it is – “identity properties and their ilk are not “ground floor,” but
dependent or supervenient” ( : ). In his terminology, identity and kind properties are classificatory rather than characterising
( : , fn. ).

. Even though he does not accept the entailment from necessity to essence, Fine phrases this in terms of discovering the essential
properties of any thing: “O happy metaphysician! For in discovering the nature of one thing, he thereby discovers the nature of all
things.” ( : )

. Fine ( ) is often credited with the Socrates/{Socrates}-example, but it is also to be found in Dunn ( : – ) and in Almog
( : ).
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